Abstract. We determine restrictions on the singularity content of a Fano polygon, or equivalently of certain orbifold del Pezzo surfaces. We establish bounds on the maximum number of (1, 1) for k ∈ Z>0 and R ≥ 5, or (ii)
R
(1, 1) singularities in the basket of residual singularities. In particular, there are no Fano polygons without T-singularities and with a basket given by (i) k × 1 R
(1, 1) for k ∈ Z>0 and R ≥ 5, or (ii)
(1, 1),
(1, 1) .
Introduction
The motivation for this work comes from an approach to classifying del Pezzo surfaces via Mirror Symmetry that has been introduced in recent years by Coates-Corti-Kasprzyk et al. [1, 5] . Mirror Symmetry establishes a conjectural relation between certain Laurent polynomials f ∈ C[x ±1 1 , ⋯, x ±1 n ] and n-dimensional Fano varieties X. If f is associated to X under this correspondence then we say that f is mirror dual to X. Example 1.1. The Laurent polynomial x + y + 1 xy is known to be mirror dual to P 2 . The corresponding Newton polytope is:
From the polygon P we construct a toric variety X P by taking the spanning fan. In this case X P is again P 2 .
In general the toric variety X P associated to the Newton polytope P of f mirror dual to X will be Fano, and it is conjectured that X P admits a QGorenstein (qG-) deformation, see [11, 12] , to X. The toric variety X P may be more singular than X, but this is compensated for by being able to use the language of toric geometry to describe the variety. There is an additional complication that the choice of mirror dual is not unique. To this end, Akhtar-Coates-Galkin-Kasprzyk [2] introduced the notion of mutation of a Laurent polynomial: a birational transformation transforming one mirror dual to X to another mirror dual to X [2, Lemma 1] . This notion of mutation for Laurent polynomials can be translated to a combinatorial operation on lattice polytopes. See [2, 9] for the details. An important open question is to begin to classify mutation-equivalence classes of polytopes.
From the viewpoint of Mirror Symmetry, it is natural to restrict ourselves to the study of Fano polytopes. Recall that a full-dimensional lattice polytope 1 P is Fano if the vertices V(P ) are all primitive and if the origin lies in the strict interior of P . The Newton polytope of any Laurent polynomial mirror is necessarily Fano. Furthermore, when considering the spanning fan, it makes sense to restrict oneself to Fano polytopes. For an overview of Fano polytopes see [10] .
An important mutation invariant of a Fano polygon is its singularity content, introduced by Akhtar-Kasprzyk [3] . In order to describe this invariant, we first recall the definition of a cyclic quotient singularity. Consider the action of the cyclic group of order R, denoted µ R , on C 2 via (x, y) ↦ (ǫ a x, ǫ b y). Here ǫ is a primitive R-th root of unity. A quotient singularity The action of G on C 2 is given by −1 ⋅ (x, y) = (−x, −y), and
A quotient singularity
, so R = kr and a + b = kc for some r,c ∈ Z >0 . The cyclic quotient singularity can be written as 1 kr (1, kc − 1), where ca ≅c (mod R) Two important classes of cyclic quotient singularities are described by KollarShepherd-Barron [11] and Akhtar-Kasprzyk [3] . A cyclic quotient singularity
In addition, a T-singularity is primitive if r = k. The significance of these definitions comes when one attempts to smooth the cyclic quotient singularities via a qG-deformation. A cyclic quotient singularity is qG-smoothable if and only if it is a T-singularity, whereas R-singularities are rigid under qG-deformation. Consider an arbitrary cyclic quotient singularity σ = 1 kr (1, kc − 1) not necessarily satisfying either r k or k < r. There exists unique non-negative integers n and k 0 such that k = nr + k 0 . If k 0 > 0 then σ qG-deforms to a 1 k 0 r (1, k 0 c − 1) cyclic quotient singularity. Informally σ decomposes as n primitive T-singularities and an R-singularity; the T-part can be smoothed away leaving the R-singularity, which we call the residue. More precisely, the residue of σ is given by:
With notation as above, the singularity content of σ is denoted by the pair: SC(σ) = (n, res(σ)) .
Associated to a cyclic quotient singularity σ = 1 R (a, b) is a cone C σ = cone (e 1 , e 2 ) in the lattice Z 2 + (a r, b r) ⋅ Z, defined up to a change of basis. By abuse of notation we often confuse the distinction between cones and singularities; namely we refer to T-cones, primitive T-cones, R-cones and
2 , let ρ 1 , ρ 2 be the primitive lattice points generating the rays of C σ . There is a unique hyperplane H through ρ 1 , ρ 2 , and E = C σ ∩ H is the edge over which C is defined. The decomposition of σ has a description in the combinatorics of E.
The lattice length, denoted l(E), of E ⊂ N R is given by the value E ∩ N − 1. The lattice height h(E) of E is given by the lattice distance from the origin: that is, given the unique primitive inward pointing normal n E ∈ M = Hom(N, Z) of E, the height is given by ⟨v, n E ⟩ , for any v ∈ E. There exist n, r ∈ Z ≥0 such that l = hn + r. Divide C into separate sub-cones C 0 , . . . , C n , where C 1 , . . . , C n have lattice length h, and C 0 has lattice length r. The cones C i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are primitive T-cones and C 0 is an R-cone. 
Define the singularity content of P to be:
where B = {res (σ 1 ) , . . . , res (σ k )} is a cyclically ordered set known as the basket of residual singularities.
The singularity content of P , a combinatorial property, describes the singularities on X P , a geometrical property.
Definition 1.5 ([1, Definition 1]).
A del Pezzo surface with cyclic quotient singularities is of class TG if it admits a qG-degeneration with reduced fibres to a normal toric del Pezzo surface.
Del Pezzo surfaces of class TG are exactly those which (conjecturally) can be described by this application of Mirror Symmetry:
There exists a bijective correspondence between the set of mutation-equivalence classes of Fano polygons and the set of qG-deformation equivalence classes of locally qG-rigid TG del Pezzo surfaces with cyclic quotient singularities.
Recent results support this conjecture [4, 7, 9] , and understanding the possible values taken by the singularity content is an important open question. As a first step towards addressing this question, the two main results of this paper are:
There are no Fano polygons with singularity content
Theorem 1.8. There are no Fano polygons with singularity content 0, 1
These two theorems are conjecturally equivalent to:
• There are no del Pezzo surfaces admitting a toric degeneration whose topological Euler number is 0 and singular locus consists of only isolated 1 R (1, 1) cyclic quotient singularities, where R ∈ Z ≥5 ; • There are no del Pezzo surfaces admitting a toric degeneration whose topological Euler number is 0 and singular locus consists of exactly three qG-rigid isolated cyclic quotient singularities
(1, 1).
Restrictions via Matrices
Let P ⊂ N R be a Fano polygon with vertices v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k labelled anticlockwise. By convention our subscripts are considered modulo k to be in the range {1, . . . , k}. Consider the set of matrices
By understanding the matrix M i when span R ≥0 (v i , v i+1 ) and span R ≥0 (v i+1 , v i+2 ) describe particular cyclic quotient singularities, we create restrictions on when this equality can hold. We start with the simple case of a polygon P consisting entirely of 1 3 (1, 1) cones (we already know exactly one such polygon exists by Kasprzyk-Nill-Prince [9] ).
Let E be an edge of a Fano polygon such that the cone over E is a The corresponding matrix M = a b c d ∈ GL 2 (Z) satisfies:
The second condition follows from the fact that M maps a (1, 1) cone, and so lattice length and lattice height must be preserved. Hence M is of the form
The only remaining restriction is that (1 − 2a) 3 ∈ Z and so a ≡ 2 (mod 3). Substituting a = 3n + 2, we obtain the set of matrices:
The image of the point −2 3 ⊺ under A n , that is the second vertex of the second 1 3 (1, 1) cone, is given by:
Note if n < 0, convexity of the Fano polygon is broken. Therefore we have a 1-dimensional family of suitable matrices parametrised by Z ≥0 each giving a point v such that span R ≥0 −2 3 ⊺ , v is a cone representing a
Proof. We have that
The identity follows by substitution.
The problem remains to test when the identity A n 1 A n 2 ⋯A n k = Id holds. First consider the A n i modulo 3:
Note that the multiplication of an odd number of matrices can never equal the identity matrix modulo 3, since the upper left entry is 2 ≡ 1 (mod 3). Indeed this follows by noting A n 7 A n 6 ⋯A n 1 = A n 1 +⋯+n 7 and then induction. Therefore if A n 1 A n 2 ⋯A n k = Id, it follows that k is even. Looking modulo 9 further narrows down the possibilities. We have that:
Therefore the smallest possible value of k satisfying A n 1 A n 2 ⋯A n k = Id is 6.
Finally we use the fact that for a Fano polygon, the boundary is a closed loop that wraps around the origin once. We shall use the winding number defined in [13] , which we now describe.
Considering SL 2 (R) as a topological space, the fundamental group is given by π 1 (SL 2 (R)) = Z. The universal cover, denoted SL 2 (R), is the connected topological group fitting into the exact sequence:
There is no description of SL 2 (R) as a group of matrices subject to some algebraic conditions. The commonly used description is that of pairs
and [γ] is a homotopy equivalence class of paths in R
Hence SL 2 (R) has the structure of a group via the composition
where ⋆ denotes concatenation.
Define SL 2 (Z) to be the inverse image of
Note this is not a covering space of SL 2 (Z) since it is not a connected topological space. Lift each matrix A n i to SL 2 (Z) by equipping with an appropriate straight line path denoted γ i . The algebraic condition on the A n i then becomes
In Poonen-Rodriguez-Villegas [13] , a homomorphism Φ ∶ SL 2 (Z) → Z is introduced to act as a winding number. The aim is to apply Φ to both sides of the above equality to obtain an extra condition on k.
Similarly to how SL 2 (Z) is generated by
it is known that SL 2 (Z) is generated by the two elementsS andT obtained from lifting S and T to SL 2 (R) by equipping them with the straight line path from 0 1 ⊺ to 1 0 ⊺ and the trivial path respectively. Furthermore it is shown in [13] that:
It is routine to check that (S) 
It remains to calculate Φ (A n i , [γ i ]). By using an algorithm of Conrad [6]
, we obtain the expression:
After lifting to SL 2 (Z) and applying the winding number homomorphism we obtain:
Applying Φ to both sides of (1) gives the expression:
If k > 6 this implies This implies that a = 2R − 1 + n((R − 1)R) 2 for some n ∈ Z. Making this substitution into A gives:
The problem is reduced to testing when the identity A (R)
n k = Id can hold using a generalised version of Lemma 2.1. Studying A (R)
Continuing inductively there cannot be a solution if k is odd. Furthermore for k even, the identity A (R)
Studying the product of A n i 's modulo R 2 , observe that:
and so A (R)
n k = Id holds only if k is a multiple of R. The smallest possible value for k is 2R. Finally, appealing to the winding number argument calculate that:
and so Φ A
Since k must be a multiple of 2R, and
This implies R 12 and since R is odd and greater or equal 5, there are no solutions. The case R even follows similarly.
Note that R = 3 satisfies the congruence 12 ≡ 0 (mod R) corresponding to the fact that there is a solution in this case
Restrictions via Continued Fractions
In this section, we use results on continued fractions to prove Theorem 1.8. The geometry of continued fractions can be studied in Karpenkov [8] .
3.1. Continued Fractions.
Definition 3.1. For a 0 , a 1 , ⋯, a k ∈ R, consider the continued fraction:
The numbers a i are called the elements of the continued fraction. A continued fraction is odd/even if there are an odd/even number of elements.
There uniquely exist polynomials P k and Q k in variables a i satisfying:
The first few of these polynomials are:
The polynomials P k and Q k satisfy the recursions:
3.2. Integer Geometry.
Definition 3.2. Consider an integer triangle ∆ABC, that is a triangle whose vertices are the integer points A, B and C. The integer area of ∆ABC, denoted lArea(∆ABC), is given by the index of the sublattice generated by the line segments AB and AC thought of as vectors in the integer lattice.
Definition 3.3. Consider an integer angle ∠ABC, that is an angle between two integer lines based at an integer point. The integer sine of ∠ABC, denoted lsin(∠ABC), is given by given by (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a 2n−2 ), where Given an 0-broken line the LSLS sequence measures the lattice lengths and lattice sine of the angles as we travel along the broken line, up to some change in sign. Since lattice length and lattice sign are invariant under GL(Z 2 ) transformations, so is the LSLS sequence of a broken line.
3.3. LSLS sequence of Fano Polygons with R-singularities. Let C be the cone over the edge of a Fano polygon.
Definition 3.6. The sail S(C) of C is given by conv C {0} ∩ Z 2 .
Lemma 3.7. The boundary δS(C) of the sail of a cone C defines an 0-broken line.
Proof. We need to show that each component L i of the broken line δS(C) = A 0 A 1 ⋯A n is at lattice height 1. Consider the line segment L i with vertices A i and A i+1 . By the definition of S(C), there are no interior points in conv(0, A i , A i+1 ) which is equivalent to the Euclidean area of conv(0, A i , A i+1 ) being 1 2 which is equivalent to the lattice height of L i equalling 1.
Using this lemma, associate to a cone an LSLS sequence. Observe that the sum of the elements of the LSLS sequence of a 1 R (1, 1) singularity is equal to R; the Gorenstein index. This is not a property that generalises to arbitrary cyclic quotient singularities. Consider a 1 9 (1, 5) cone with rays generated by (−1, 3) and (2, 3). The LSLS sequence of the cone is [1 ∶ 3 ∶ 2], and the sum of the elements is not equal to 9.
We use the following corollary from [8] alongside the LSLS sequence of a 1 R (1, 1) cone to find combinations of R-singularities which cannot be glued together to form a Fano polygon. (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a 2n ). Then the broken line is closed if and only if P 2n+1 (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a 2n ) = 0 and Q 2n+1 (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a 2n ) = 1.
Example 3.10. Consider the unique Fano polygon P with six 1 3 (1, 1) cones. By glueing the broken line of each cone together along each vertex of P , obtain a broken line associated to P and through this an LSLS sequence. It is routine to check that the integer sine for each of the angles at a vertex of P is −1, and that the LSLS sequence satisfies Corollary 3.9 provides a test as to whether it is possible to glue together combinations of R-cones to form a Fano polygon. Namely if there exists a Fano polygon made of cones, cyclically ordered and corresponding to the cyclic quotient singularities
there is a solution to the identity
where m i ∈ Z is the integer sine of the angle of the associated broken line lying between consecutive cones. Furthermore the convexity of the Fano polygon dictates that m i < 0. Note this variable m i is analogous to the 1-dimensional family of matrices parametrised by Z ≥0 obtained in Section 2.
The association of a broken line to a polygon is not unique. The choice of starting point for the broken line may change the continued fraction of the broken line since the integer sine of the angle at this point is omitted from the LSLS sequence. However the choice of starting point does not affect that the associated continued fraction should evaluate to 0 1. Indeed this condition is required to hold at all choices of starting point.
We are now able to prove Theorem 1.8.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. If such a Fano polygon did exist, then by Corollary 3.9 there would be a solution (m 1 , m 2 ) ∈ Z 2 <0 to the following continued fraction:
By calculating the polynomials P 10 (a 0 , ⋯, a 10 ) and Q 10 (a 0 , ⋯, a 10 ) and substituting appropriately for the a i the condition of the continued fraction translates to the simultaneous equations: 
Solving the simultaneous equations for m 2 gives
This expression is not integer for R i ∈ {3} ∪ Z ≥5 .
